
The white tiger The white tiger is my favourite wild animal. 
It's got a black and white coat. The white tiger has got a striate, big, long, thin but 
strong body. It has got four legs, big teeth, a long tail, sharp claws, 
good smell and excellent hearing. This tiger has got a white coat because it has got a 
kind of disease called leucism. It lives in Asia and Siberia. It eats other animals. It can run very fast, jump, bite and swim. It can hunt, 

too. It can't fly.  
Bye bye from Samuele 

It's a zebra.  
This is my favourite wild animal. Its coat is black and white, the body is fat. It has got four legs, a long tail, small ears, a big mouth and black stripes. 

It lives in the savannah in Africa. It eats leaves and grass. It can run fast and jump. It can't climb, swim, fly and bite. 
BYE BYE 
Megalei  

My favourite wild animal is the lion. 
Its colour is yellow and orange. 
Its body is big. The lion has got four legs, small ears, a long tail 

and long whiskers. It lives in the savannah in Africa. 
It eats  other animals. It can run fast, jump and climb. 

It can’t fly. Bye bye 
Matteo V.  



The dolphin 
The dolphin is a mammal, It lives in the sea. It eats fish.  
It’s very big. The dolphin is grey. It is very intelligent and it 

likes playing with balls.  It can swim very well and jump. It can’t fly and run.  
It has got a big tail and a very big fin on the back. 
                              Federica  

The lion is a fierce animal. 
Its body is long brown and yellow.  
It has got four legs and a long tail. It is very fast. 
The lion lives in Africa in the savannah.  
It eats other animals. 
 
Bye Leonardo           

This is an elephant. 
It is grey. 
It is big and tall. 
It has got two tusks, a trunk, two big ears, a tail, four 
legs and a big mouth. 
It lives in the forests of Africa and India. 
It eats leaves and grass. 
It can walk and run. 
It can’t fly, climb, bite and jump. 
                                               REBECCA 

The tiger is a big wild animal. 
It's black and orange. The black and orange tiger lives in the jungle 

and the white and black tiger lives in the Siberia 

area. 
It has got four legs, a long tail and big teeth. 

It eats animals. Andrea C.  



The panther is a wild animal. Its coat is black. 
It has got a long body, four legs, a long tail, a black coat and paws. 
It lives in Africa, Asia and in the savannah. It eats other animals. It can jump, swim, run fast, climb and  bite. It can’t fly. 

Bye bye  
 

Giacomo 

My favourite wild animal is the cheetah. 
Its body is thin. 
Its coat is  light  brown with dark brown spots. 
The cheetah has got four legs, a long tail, big 
teeth and small ears. 
It lives in Africa, in the savannah. 
It eats other animals. 
It can run very fast, climb, jump and bite, but 
it can’t fly.                                                          
Bye bye                     Matteo C.                                                                               

The rhino The rhino is a big, wild animal. 

It has got four legs, a big mouth, big feet, 

two horns and small eyes. 

It lives in the savannah. 
It eats grass. It can run but not very fast. 

It can’t swim, fly and climb. Bye bye 
 ALESSANDRO 

The fox is a nice and wild animal.    

It is orange. The fox lives in the forest 

and it eats eggs and chickens.  
The fox cant fly, but it has got four 

legs and it can run fast.   
 
Jennifer  



The leopard. 

The leopard is a big wild animal. 

Its coat is yellow and it has got black spots. 

It has got four legs, a long tail and a big head.  

It lives in Africa and Asia. 

It eats other animals. 

It can run fast, climb on the trees, but it can ‘t fly. 

 

Bye bye         
         

         
   DIEGO. 

The tiger  

The tiger has got an orange and yellow coat. 

It has got a long and big body. 

It has got four legs and a long tail. 

The tiger lives in India. 

It eats meat and animals. 

It can run fast and jump. 

It can’t fly. 

Bye bye                     
       Nicolò 

The fox. 

The fox is a short and wild animal. 

Its coat is brown. 

It has got four short legs, a short body and  a long, 

big tail. 

It lives in the forest.  

It eats small animals. 

It can run fast.  

It can’t fly and climb 

Gabriel  


